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The progression toward gigahertz data rates in magnetic recording has introduced considerable challenges to soft magnetic materials design. The difficulties lie in satisfying two sets of conflicting demands: 1) simultaneously achieving soft magnetic properties, high
saturation magnetization, and a high resistivity, with the latter required to limit eddy-current losses and 2) balancing the inherent
tradeoff between bandwidth and permeability imposed by the direct and inverse dependences, respectively, of these two parameters on
the anisotropy field. This paper describes a new soft magnetic composite system that meets these requirements: a metal/native-oxide multilayer (MNOM) film consisting of nanogranular high-moment Co Fe100 layers separated by ultrathin magnetic native oxide layers.
The high-resistivity magnetic oxide layers isolate the metallic layers electrically, while coupling them magnetically and minimizing the
decrease in volume-averaged saturation magnetization that exists in traditional metal/nonmagnetic oxide composites. In addition, the
“exchange-averaged” soft magnetic properties of the MNOM composite include an ideal low-dispersion in-plane uniaxial anisotropy
whose magnitude varies linearly with the fraction of Co in the alloy. The resulting anisotropy control, together with the large saturation magnetization, permits the permeability and resonance frequency to be tuned over a wide range to meet specific application
requirements.
Index Terms—Magnetic multilayers, magnetic recording, magnetic shielding, magnetodynamics, permeability, soft magnetic
materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HERE is strong industrial demand for new high-permeability thin films with gigahertz bandwidths. Applications
include write poles and shields in magnetic recording heads, soft
underlayers for perpendicular media, and integrated thin film
inductor cores. As data rates approach the gigahertz regime,
eddy screening currents will begin to significantly reduce the
effective shielding capacity of conventional materials. In order
to minimize this effect, the ideal candidate for the next generation of shielding materials must have a high resistivity, while
maintaining or exceeding the high permeability and saturation
magnetization of current materials.
A number of approaches have been taken to achieve these
properties. Particularly important progress has been made using
granular metal/insulator composites, in which nanoparticles of
a high-moment magnetic metal are embedded in a nonmagnetic
insulating matrix, such as Al O [1]–[3], HfO [4], [5], Cr O
[6], or SiO [7], [8]. Although such films have demonstrated
soft magnetic properties, large magnetizations, and high resistivities, there are important limitations to simultaneously optimizing these properties. Resistivity comes at the expense of the
volume-averaged saturation magnetization, which decreases in
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the metal/native oxide multilayer structure.

proportion to increasing oxide fraction. Furthermore, soft magnetic properties are only obtained for metal volume fractions
approaching metallic percolation, in order to allow interparticle
“exchange averaging” to “smooth” local variations in anisotropy
magnitude and direction.
The key to the approach presented here is the replacement of
the nonmagnetic oxide phase with a magnetic oxide. A magnetic oxide offers the possibility of isolating metallic regions
electrically while coupling them magnetically. In addition, a
moment-bearing oxide detracts less from the net magnetization,
permitting a higher magnetization for a given metal fraction.
This approach has been realized [9] using a metal/native-oxide
multilayer (MNOM) structure, shown schematically in Fig. 1. It
metallic
consists of nanocrystalline high-moment Co Fe
layers separated by native oxide layers formed by oxidizing a
portion of each metallic layer. For a wide range of Co Fe
alloy compositions, these native oxide layers are magnetic
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Fig. 2. Schematic of metallic layer (a) before oxidation and (b) after the oxidation of a nominal thickness t of metal atoms (M ) to form oxygen-coordinated
A)/natox] as a
metal ions (M ), indicating notation for nominal layer thicknesses used in this text. (c) Thickness of Fe oxidized per layer, t , in [Fe(20 
function of oxygen exposure. Solid line is a visual guide.

[9]–[11], augmenting the net magnetization and providing a
medium for exchange coupling throughout the composite. Ideal
soft magnetic properties are achieved in this system, and the
high-frequency behavior would permit the use of these films up
to gigahertz frequencies.
The purpose of this paper and of that which follows [12] is to
provide a detailed overview of some of the more interesting and
technologically relevant properties of the MNOM system, and to
provide a basis for further research on this rich material system.
Our key conclusions, which motivate the order of our presentation, are 1) the metal/native oxide multilayer system meets
the technical requirements for the applications discussed above;
2) the success of this composite resides largely in the properties
of the native oxide layers; and 3) the magnetic properties of
these oxide layers are unlike those of any “bulk” oxides, and they
derive in part from proximity with the metal. We describe the
MNOM system in two parts. The present paper (Part I) focuses
on a technical characterization of the MNOM system. Section II
describes “what it is,” with an account of fabrication procedures
and the resulting microstructure. Sections III and IV describe
“how it behaves,” by detailing the quasi-static and dynamic magnetization characteristics, respectively, of the magnetic response
of the MNOM system. Finally, Part II of this series [12] will
focus on “why it works,” by addressing the microscopic origins
of the macroscopic properties of the MNOM system.
II. MNOM FABRICATION AND MICROSTRUCTURE
A. Structure and Deposition
The MNOM structure, shown schematically in Fig. 1, conmetal and native
sists of alternating nanocrystalline Co Fe
oxide layers, the latter formed by in situ oxidation of the surface
natox
of each metal layer. The notation [Co Fe
describes a MNOM with
metal/native-oxide bilayers, each
(typically
formed by subjecting a metal layer of thickness
a few nanometers) to the in situ oxygen exposure described
below. The metal layers were deposited at room temperature
alloy targets by dc magnetron
from stoichiometric Co Fe
sputtering under 2.00 mTorr of Ar, with a typical background
pressure of 1–2 10 Torr. Substrates were mounted near
the perimeter of a rotating planetary table with the substrate
passing directly over the deposition source every 1.7 s. The
arrangement permitted the deposition of identical films on

multiple substrates. Typical sputtering rates of 50–100 /min
yielded average deposition rates of 7–15 /min at the moving
substrate surface. All films were capped with a 50–100 SiO
layer deposited by rf sputtering. Depositions were performed
in the presence of a dc magnetic field ( 100 Oe) applied by
an AlNiCo permanent magnet assembly fixed to the substrate
table and oriented transverse to the direction of motion. This
field established the direction of the uniaxial anisotropy that is
described in Section III.
B. Native Oxide Formation
Immediately following deposition of each metallic layer, the
sputtering source was shuttered and high-purity O was admitted into the chamber at a constant flow rate of 2.0 scm /min,
yielding an oxygen partial pressure of 8 10 Torr. Flow
was maintained for 10 s and was followed by a pause of 60 s
to allow the O partial pressure to drop to its background level
before deposition of the subsequent layer. This O exposure, referred to as “standard,” was used unless otherwise noted.
We have studied the room-temperature oxidation rate as a
function of O exposure in the Fe MNOM system using conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS). CEMS is
sensitive to the local magnetic and chemical environments of
Fe; the decomposition of a CEMS spectrum into its metal and
oxide components permits a precise measure of the fraction of
Fe in each chemical state [11]. A series of [Fe(20 )/natox]
samples was prepared using a range of O pressures and times.
CEMS spectra were collected for each sample and fitted as in
[11] to determine the atomic fraction of Fe as metal.1 The
of Fe metal that oxidized in each layer
nominal thickness
(see Fig. 2), calculated as
, is plotted as a function of O exposure in Fig. 2(c). The results are consistent with
previous studies of low-temperature ( 150 C) Fe surface oxidation [13], which show a steep rate of oxidation up to a passivation thickness, above which the exponentially decreasing rate of
electron tunneling across the oxide barrier effectively halts oxidation [14]. These data suggest the formation of an oxide layer
of relatively uniform thickness.
1Two sextets were used to account for asymmetric broadening in the metal
subspectrum [11]. Fits yielded a hyperfine field (HF) of 330 kOe and isomer
shift (IS) of 0.00 mm/s for one sextet, indicative of bulk -Fe. The relative area
of the second metal sextet always corresponded to a nominal thickness of 1.8(1)
A per interface for all t , and had an “interfacially” enhanced [11] HF (350
kOe) and IS ( 0.05 mm/s)
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TABLE I
ELEMENT-SPECIFIC METAL FRACTIONS AND OXIDE THICKNESS IN
(20 
A)/OXIDE]
[Co Fe

The “standard” oxidation condition of
Torr
s
Langmuir just achieves saturation. In the case
of Fe for this exposure, we have observed no more than a
1 deviation in
in more than 40 samples deposited over
a period spanning several years, with metal deposition rates
ranging from 5 to 50 /min; ranging from 9 to 60 ;
ranging from 1 to 50; substrates including Si (with and without
a thermal oxide layer), glass, polyimide (Kapton), single crystal
MgO(100) and MgO(110); and underlayers including Ag, Ta,
and SiO . This oxidation process is extremely reproducible and
conveniently controlled.
Oxidation studies were extended to the Co-containing
MNOM system using extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) analysis [10]. EXAFS probes the element-specific
local atomic coordination, and complimented the Fe-sensitive
Mössbauer analysis by providing oxidation information about
both Fe and Co. As described in [10], EXAFS spectra for
(20 )/natox] films of several alloy compo[Co Fe
sitions were fitted to quantitatively determine the fraction of
each absorbing species (Co and Fe) with metallic coordination.
Table I summarizes the fractions of Fe and Co with metallic
coordination, as determined from EXAFS, and the fraction
of Fe as metal determined from CEMS. From these measurements, the nominal thickness of metal (Co plus Fe) that
, with
oxidized per layer was calculated from
and a metal fraction
. For
these calculations, the CEMS result was used for the Fe metal
fraction
, due to its smaller uncertainty. For the
%
was assumed (and the uncertainty
Co composition,
adjusted accordingly) due to the lack of EXAFS data for this
composition. From these data, we note a small decrease in
with increasing Co fraction and an equal oxidation rate for Co
and Fe for most of the composition range. At low Fe fraction,
preferential oxidation of the Fe was observed.
Finally, we note that the total excess time required by the
oxidation procedure to deposit a MNOM with
is
6.9 min/ m per second of the exposure sequence. Although
the “standard” oxidation sequence used in the present work is
relatively long, we estimate that an exposure of 800 Langmuir could be achieved in an oxidation sequence of 3–4 s or
less. The lower limit is bounded by the efficiency of the vacuum
system in reducing the O partial pressure to a background level
prior to deposition of each metal layer.
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C. Microstructure
The cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs
(TEMs) of Fig. 3 show examples of the MNOM microstructure
in [Fe(20 )/natox] and [Co Fe (20 )/natox] films.
In these TEM images, the regions of dark and light contrast
correspond to metal and oxide, respectively. Lattice fringes are
visible in both metal and oxide; the layers are nanocrystalline,
with lateral grain sizes on the order of a few nanometers. In
some regions, lattice fringes span several bilayers, indicating
locally epitaxial metal/oxide and oxide/metal growth. In other
regions, the oxide layers appear to disrupt the metallic grain
growth. The metal grains exhibit a slight (100) texture normal
to the film plane, as noted from the electron diffraction patterns
(Fig. 3, insets) and X-ray diffraction spectra.
The metal and oxide interfaces are quite abrupt, consistent
with a passivation-limited oxidation process. The layered structure of the Co Fe MNOM is somewhat less distinct and more
granular than in the Fe MNOM. However, X-ray and polarized
neutron reflectometry measurements [15] on single buried na(60 )/natox/Co Fe
(60
tive oxide layers (in a Co Fe
) trilayer structure) showed similar interfacial roughness of
for both
and
at each metal/natox inter, TEM images (not shown) of Fe
face. As drops below
MNOM films [15] reveal increasing roughness and layer discontinuity, although a multilayer structure remains discernable
. The loss of continuity in the metal layers is
even for
also evident from the in-plane resistivity data of Fig. 4 for Fe and
Co Fe MNOM films. The resistivity increases rapidly with
decreasing , and the conductivity becomes thermally activated
for
, indicating a loss of in-plane metallic percolation.
III. QUASI-STATIC MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
MNOM films, when compared to continuous films of the
same alloy composition, exhibit three distinguishing magnetic
characteristics: a substantial reduction in coercivity; an extremely low-dispersion in-plane uniaxial anisotropy; and only a
modest decrease in volume-averaged saturation magnetization
because of a significant contribution to the net moment by
the native oxide. This section details the quasi-static magnetic
MNOM system and their depenproperties of the Co Fe
dence on structural parameters and alloy composition.
A. MNOM Hysteresis Characteristics
Fig. 5(a) compares the in-plane hysteresis loop of a
[Co Fe (20 )/natox] MNOM to that of a continuous
200
Co Fe film, both measured along the deposition
field direction. The incorporation of the native oxide layers
in the MNOM leads to a tenfold decrease in coercivity
and enhanced loop squareness. The magnetization retains its
saturation value
at remanence, with
,
and switches abruptly over a field range of less than 1 Oe.
This behavior implies a single domain switching with minimal
anisotropy dispersion.
The hysteresis loops of the continuous Co Fe (200 )
film are nearly isotropic in the plane with a coercivity of
100 Oe, despite the presence of an in-plane alignment field
during deposition. By contrast, the MNOM film shows a strong,
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Fig. 3. Transmission electron micrographs of [Fe(20 
A)/natox] (left) and [Co Fe (20 A)/natox] (right), including low-resolution images detailing the
layered structure and high-resolution lattice images. Insets: Electron diffraction patterns showing MNOM texture relative to Si(100) substrate.

Fig. 4. In-plane resistivity for a (a) [Co Fe (t )/natox] and (b) [Co
Fe (t )/natox] MNOM films versus t . The normalized temperature
dependence of the resistivity is shown in the insets.

in-plane uniaxial anisotropy, as seen from the hysteresis loops
of Fig. 5(b) measured parallel and perpendicular to the deposition field-induced easy axis. Particularly striking is the ideally
closed and linear hard axis loop. These characteristics would
benefit applications by ensuring minimal hysteresis losses and
.
a linear response over the entire field range of
B. Dependence on Total Film Thickness
The magnetic behavior of a MNOM shows little dependence
on the total number of bilayers incorporated. Easy- and hardaxis loops for a series of [Co Fe (20 )/natox] MNOMs
are shown in Fig. 6. No appreciable or systemof varying
atic variation in the hard-axis anisotropy field is observed in
films spanning two orders of magnitude in total thickness. For

Fig. 5. (a) In-plane hysteresis loops for a [Co Fe (20 
A)/natox]
MNOM and a continuous Co Fe film of the same total CoFe thickness.
A)/natox]
(b) In-plane easy- and hard-axis loops for the [Co Fe (20 
MNOM. Magnetization is normalized to the total sample volume (including
expansion due to oxidation in the MNOM).

up to at least 50, the easy axis loop remains square, with
a sharply defined switching field. The easy-axis loop of the
, for a total sample thickness
thickest sample (with
of
m including oxidation expansion) is sheared, with
and reversal occurring over a range of
Oe.
However, the similarity of the hard-axis loop of the thickest
sample to those of thinner samples suggests that the reduction in
easy-axis loop squareness is not due to the onset of anisotropy
dispersion with increasing thickness. Rather, nonuniform demagnetization fields across the thickness of the sample may lead
to a nonuniform remanent state configuration at this thickness.
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The hard-axis loop of the pure Co MNOM shows considerable
hysteresis. However, the addition of 10 at.% Fe brings the
hard-axis coercivity close to zero, where it remains for at least
. A slight increase in the hard-axis coercivity and
occurs at low , suggesting
a decrease in the easy-axis
for the
increased anisotropy dispersion. However,
and
loops of Fig. 7 remains low at
and
Oe,
respectively.
The easy-axis coercivity shows very little composition dependence, and typically takes values of 8 to 12 Oe for the Fe-rich
MNOMs. These values are consistently lower than the
coercivities of continuous films (200 ) of the same composiincreases, reaching
tion [9]. However, at high Co fractions,
and
Oe for
. There is thus a
33 Oe for
above which the desirable hysteresis
crossover near
at.% Co, we
characteristics are lost. We note that at
for nominally
have observed a particularly large variation in
similar MNOM films, as indicated by the error bar in Fig. 8(a).
This would suggest that the MNOM properties are extremely
sensitive near this composition.
The volume-averaged saturation magnetization for the
MNOM system is large, reaching 1350 emu/cm at
for
MNOMs despite the oxidation of up to nearly
half of the metal (see Table I). Fig. 8(b) contains the saturation
(20 )/natox] MNOM films
magnetization for [Co Fe
of varying alloy composition. The results, normalized to the
total film thickness (
as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and measured using X-ray reflectometry), are compared with
of the
alloys and of 200 continuous films.
,
bulk Co Fe
which exceeds that of Permalloy for all MNOM compositions,
is larger than can be accounted for by the metal alone, given
the fraction of metal that remains unoxidized from Table I.
It is demonstrated in [12] that the native oxide contributes
significantly to this magnetization.
D. Layer Thickness Dependence

Fig. 6. Easy- and hard-axis hysteresis loops for a series of [Co Fe (20
A)/natox] MNOMs with varying number (N ) of repeated bilayers. The
fractional N = 1:5 denotes a metal/natox/metal trilayer.

C. Composition Dependence
The soft magnetic properties observed for [Co Fe (20 )/
natox] are representative of the MNOM system throughout
composition range. Hysteresis loops
much of the Co Fe
for Co Fe
MNOMs with ranging from 0 to 100 for
are shown in Fig. 7. Several parameters
fixed
characterizing these loops are plotted in Fig. 8. An in-plane
uniaxial anisotropy exists for all of these compositions, with
a magnitude increasing almost linearly with the Co fraction.

Fig. 9 shows easy- and hard-axis hysteresis loops for several
/natox] films of varying . For
[Co Fe
, the hysteresis loops are very similar. The hard-axis loops
showing almost no change
are linear and nearly closed, with
over this range, and the easy-axis loops are extremely square.
The only notable variation is the magnitude of the easy-axis coercivity, which rapidly decreases with increasing [Fig. 9(f)].
The variation of
in this range inversely follows that of the
demagnetizing field versus , which is determined principally
by
and is discussed in [12]. This observation suggests that
magnetization reversal is limited by domain nucleation in this
range.
For thicker , the character of the hysteresis loops changes
dramatically. The low-dispersion hard axis and square easy
axis hysteresis loops are lost, replaced by relatively isotropic
hysteresis loops with moderate coercivity both parallel and
perpendicular to the deposition field axis. If the soft magnetic
properties of the MNOM system were indeed related to its
nanogranular microstructure, then one would expect these
properties to degrade as , and thus the average grain size,
increases.
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In-plane easy- and hard-axis hysteresis loops for [Co Fe

A)/natox]
(20 

x = 100, with N = 20 and N = 10, respectively). Note varying field scales.

MNOMs of varying alloy composition

x (N = 50 except for x = 90 and

In the absence of excessive damping or eddy-current screening,
the bandwidth is determined by the ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) frequency
(2)

Fig. 8. (a) Easy-axis coercivity and hard-axis anisotropy field versus Co
(20 
A)/natox] MNOMs. Points with error bars
fraction in [Co Fe
represent averages for several nominally similar samples, with the error
bars spanning the observed range for such samples. (b) Volume-averaged
magnetization for bulk Co Fe
, deposited Co Fe
films, and
MNOM films versus Co fraction.

IV. ROTATIONAL MAGNETIZATION DYNAMICS
Two principal parameters for high-frequency applications are
permeability and resonance frequency. For a uniaxial material
with anisotropy field
and saturation magnetization
, the
(dc) hard-axis permeability is given by

(1)

where is the spectroscopic splitting (Landé) factor (typically
2.0 for ferromagnetic films). Relations (1) and (2) reveal an
inherent tradeoff, known as the Snoek limit [16], between permeability and bandwidth for a material of given
: increasing
by decreasing
necessarily reduces the operational bandwidth. Given this constraint, the ability to easily “tune”
(and thus optimize
and
) for a particular application
is attractive. The Co Fe
MNOM system affords this possibility through the almost linear variation of
with for
.
is also large, due in part to the contribution of the magnetic native oxide, benefiting both
and
. Based on the quasi-static values of
and
in Fig. 8
(20 )/natox] films, (1) and (2) predict resfor [Co Fe
onance frequencies ranging from 1.3 to 5.6 GHz and a permeability ranging from 1400 to 50 as is increased from 0 to 90.
Despite the simple quasi-static magnetic response of the composite, the MNOM system is inherently complex. Possible relaxation effects in the oxide, excessive interfacial damping [17],
or inhomogeneous line broadening [18] are among the complications that could degrade the magnetization response at ultrashort time scales. However, the results that follow indicate that,
by and large, the MNOM system functions as a simple coherent
medium at high frequencies, well-described by single parameters in a Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert model.
The Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation describes the time
evolution of the magnetization vector, via [19]
(3)
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Fig. 10. (a) Field step response for a [Co Fe (20 
A)/natox] MNOM with
an easy-axis bias field H = 12 Oe. Measurement geometry is shown in the
(20
inset. (b) Precessional frequency as a function of bias field for [Co Fe
A)/natox] , with x = 10; 30, and 50. Solid lines are fits of (13), to over the
range indicated by the open symbols.

external fields, demagnetizing fields, and anisotropy fields. For
a thin film with in-plane uniaxial anisotropy
(4)
includes a static bias field
and an excitation field
results from the uniaxial anisotropy;
is the
demagnetizing field (along the normal ); and
(5)
accounts for possible thickness
-dependent surface or interface anisotropy
. The latter two quantities are henceforth
combined as
(6)
In the present experiments,
is applied along the in-plane
is a transverse field step [see Fig. 10(a),
easy axis and
inset]. In the small excitation and weak damping limits, and with
, the solution of (3) yields a precessional
frequency given by the Kittel equation [20]
(7)
Fig. 9. (a)–(d) Variation of the in-plane hysteresis loops with layer thickness
in several [Co Fe (t )/natox] MNOMs with varying t and N chosen such
that N
1000 A (except for (a), for which N = 20). (e) Hysteresis loops for
a continuous (unoxidized) Co Fe film. (f) Variation of easy-axis coercivity
with t .



under the action of a torque,
, and damping, phenomenologically characterized by . The torque arises from an
comprising all fields acting on , including
effective field

It is this frequency that ultimately limits the bandwidth of a
material.
, necessary for interpreting and predicting
The term
the dynamical response, was taken from the perpendicular
anisotropy field measured using a superconducting quantum
,
interference device (SQUID) magnetometer via
the thin film limit. The metal magnetization, being 2.5–3
times larger than that of the oxide (see [12]), provides the
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dominant demagnetizing field and sets an upper limit on the
. The perpendicular
demagnetizing field contribution to
,
anisotropy field exceeded this demagnetizing limit for
but
was somewhat lower than the metallic
for
and
. In [12], it is shown that the discrepancy
is due to an interfacial perpendicular anisotropy component
described by (5).
The time-domain dynamical magnetic response was studied
using pulsed-inductive microwave magnetometry (PIMM), as
described in detail by Silva et al. [21], [22]. Hard-axis field-step
excitations were applied with a coplanar waveguide driven by
10 V pulses with a 55 ps rise time and 10 ns duration. The resulting field step had a magnitude of 2.5 Oe [21]. The magnetization response of the film was measured by the inductive
coupling of its time-varying flux to the waveguide. The instrument bandwidth is greater than 10 GHz, as determined by the
pulse rise time [22], and was sufficient to accommodate the response of the present samples [23].
In response to a hard-axis field step [Fig. 10(a) inset], the
magnetization rotates toward and performs damped precession
about a new equilibrium angle , according to [21]
(8)
Here,
and are the amplitude and phase, respectively, of
the oscillations. The damping time constant is related to the
dimensionless Gilbert damping parameter by
(9)
A fit of the step response to (8) provides and .
The step response was studied using PIMM for a series of MNOM films [24]. These films were of the form
(20 )/natox] with
, and , and
[Co Fe
were deposited on glass substrates (Corning 7059) to minimize
substrate conductivity. Fig. 10(a) shows an example of the step
with an easy-axis bias field
Oe
response for
). The response, typical of that observed for all
(exceeding
three compositions over the range of bias fields studied, is consistent with underdamped single-domain uniform precession
as described by (8). The zero-bias (“intrinsic”) precessional
frequency and Gilbert damping parameter are listed for each
sample in Table II.
The (zero-bias) damping constant ranges from 0.012 to 0.016
for these films. Similar damping is observed for Permalloy [25],
as well as for other candidates for high-frequency applications,
such as FeTaN [23] and CoFeHfO [4].
The measured intrinsic (zero-bias) precessional frequencies
closely follow those predicted by the Kittel equation (7) using
and
obtained from quasi-static magnetic measurements, and with
. The results of such calculations for
these films are included in Table II.
In thin-film Permalloy [26] and in several exchange-biased
governing the dynamsystems [27], the anisotropy field
ical response differs from that taken from quasi-static measurements. An additional “transient” isotropic internal field was introduced to explain the dynamics, with the practical implication
being [26] that the high-frequency permeability is reduced from
the dc value given by (1).

TABLE II
QUASI-STATIC AND DYNAMIC PARAMETERS
(20 
A)/NATOX]
[Co Fe

OF

In cases where (7) is a good description of the dynamical
with
yields the “dynamical”
response, the variation of
independently of
and . Fig. 10(b)
anisotropy field
shows the dependence of
on
for fields up to 100 Oe.
from Fig. 10(a). For
The data are fitted with (7), using
and
(above
Oe), the data
are
are well-described by the Kittel equation. The fitted
nearly identical to the corresponding quasi-static quantities, as
seen in Table II. By contrast, the bias-field dependence of for
in Fig. 10(b) deviates from (7); the data cannot be deand over the entire range.
scribed with single values of
For this sample, the uncertainty in Table II indicates the range
obtained by fitting (7) to various regions of the data.
of
The effective -factors obtained from the fits are also included
and
is typical of thin-film
in Table II. For
Co Fe
[28]; for
from a fit to the Kittel equation
is ambiguous but is included for completeness.
Given the complex microstructure and chemistry of these
MNOM samples, the dynamic response is surprisingly well
behaved. The damping constant is low and is appropriate for
high-frequency shielding applications. There is no evidence
for relaxation or time scale-dependent effects that could hinder
performance at high frequency. These experiments therefore
demonstrate that the native oxide layers do not adversely affect
the high-frequency response in the MNOM system. To examine
the utility of the native oxide layers in minimizing eddy-current
screening effects, thicker samples than the 0.12 m MNOMs
described above are required.
The frequency-dependent skin depth is given by [5]
(10)
,
For a [Co Fe (20 )/natox] film of permeability
the skin depth at its resonance frequency of
GHz would be
m in the absence of oxide resistivity. Thus, eddy-curMNOM films
rent effects would not be prominent in the
even in the absence of a resistive contribution by the native oxide
cm) [16]. We have therelayers (i.e., for
fore studied a thicker MNOM film, [Co Fe (20 )/natox] .
Fig. 11(a) shows the PIMM response [15] for the
film, with a total thickness (in[Co Fe (20 )/natox]
cluding expansion due to oxidation) of 0.6 m [10], [15].
The sample exhibits a large initial impulse response with
subsequent low-level ringing, in contrast to the exponentially
damped sinusoidal oscillations of the corresponding
sample. The reasons for the more complicated response of this
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native oxide layers. For a wide range of alloy composition
metal/native-oxide
and structural parameters, Co Fe
multilayer films exhibit a large magnetization and excellent
soft magnetic properties, including a low coercivity and a
remarkably low-dispersion uniaxial anisotropy. The magnitude of this anisotropy ranges from 10 Oe to over 200 Oe,
permitting the permeability and bandwidth to be tuned over
a wide range simply by choosing . The intrinsic resonance
frequencies of these films extend to several gigahertz, and the
resistive contribution of the native oxide layers is effective in
minimizing eddy-current effects for relatively thick films at
these frequencies.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

A)/natox] MNOM
Fig. 11. (a) Field step response for a [Co Fe (20 
with an easy-axis bias field
= 18 Oe. (b) Measured precessional frequency
versus bias field (open symbols) and fit to (13) (solid line).

H

thicker sample are unclear. However, the finite sample thickness
could introduce nonuniform magnetostatic fields or enhanced
coupling to exchange modes, invalidating the assumptions of
uniform precession under a homogeneous field that lead to
(8). Indeed, the quasi-static hysteresis loop for this sample
[Fig. 6(e)] suggests a nonuniform remanent state possibly due
to substantial dipole fields.
However, one may conclude that eddy currents do not contribute significantly to the response. This conclusion is based on
the magnetization risetime and oscillation frequency observed
in the PIMM response. The peak precessional frequency obtained from frequency-domain analysis of the PIMM response
ranges from 4 to 5.5 GHz over the range of bias fields studied,
as plotted in Fig. 11(b). The zero-bias precessional frequency
sample of this
is very close to that of the thinner
composition, and is consistent with the frequency expected
from the hard-axis anisotropy field [Fig. 6(e)]. There is thus
no eddy-current-induced change in the magnetic response time
and
.
of [Co Fe (20 )/natox] between
The minimum effective resistivity in (10) consistent with the
observed precessional frequencies, estimated by demanding
a skin depth greater than the sample thickness of 0.6 m at
cm. Thus, the resistivity and con5.5 GHz, is at least 160
tinuity of the oxide layers are sufficient to provide an effective
barrier to eddy currents for relatively thick films well into the
gigahertz frequency range.
V. SUMMARY
A new soft magnetic composite thin film system has
been fabricated by embedding high-moment nanocrystalline
metallic layers between high-resistivity magnetic
Co Fe
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